British Airways Confirms 4
Vaccinated
Pilots
Have
Recently Died, Claims No Link
to Vaccines

British Airways confirmed that four of their pilots recently
died. Many people on the internet speculated that the pilots
died after receiving COVID vaccines, but the airline claims,
without any proof or additional information, that the deaths
were not caused by or related to the shots. British Airways,
like nearly all airlines, is aggressively pushing vaccines for
both its employees and passengers leading critics to believe
that all of the pilots had been vaccinated. Sky News in
Australia reported that Spain and Russia have warned people
who have been vaccinated may be at higher risk for blood clots
on airline flights.
Online rumors have been circulating over the past few days
that four British Airways pilots have died, and that British
Airways is in “crisis talks” with the British government about
these deaths. In attempting to dismiss this rumor, Reuters ran
a fact check article that actually confirms the deaths of the
four pilots.
Via Reuters:
The spokesperson, however, confirmed the authenticity of the
four condolence books, as four company pilots had recently
passed away. “Our thoughts are with their family and friends,”
they said, adding that none of the deaths was linked to

vaccines.
British Airways, like nearly all airlines, is aggressively
pushing vaccines for both its employees (including pilots) and
passengers. Earlier this year, for example, British Airways
launched its own vaccine passport.
According to Reuters, there is no truth to the claim that
British Airways is in “crisis talks” with the British
government. However, if such crisis talks were taking place,
they would no doubt be classified as a national security
issue, so Reuters wouldn’t be told about this anyway. That
doesn’t mean they are taking place, but if we’ve learned
anything over the last 18 months, it’s that when the
controlled corporate media “debunks” things related to covid,
that usually means the claims are true.
Read full article here…
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